MORNINGTON ( Melbourne Australian racing ) - 9:00
1st - MISS STREET has placed in two attempts this campaign and gets the blinkers on for the first time,
hard to go past. SCRAPPY on debut and placed in last trial at Cranbourne, in with a chance.
MAGAZINE HEIGHTS resumes after a spell of 33 weeks and ran on strong to finish on the winner's
heels at only start at Geelong, each-way claims. INVINCIBLE KING back from 13 week spell. Will
come to hand quickly and ran second when last first-up at Geelong, not the worst. 7-10-6-2

2nd Can’t imagine one of the top two not winning. CITY CHAP carries a lot less weight and has three
placings from five runs this prep, a winning chance. RAKAU WHERO racing back from metro track,
right in this. MISHMASH in the money last start running third at Moe on a soft track and running 1kg
lighter than last start, sneaky chance. PEACEFUL SOLUTION drops 1kg from last run and likely to
race off the speed, capable of getting into the money. 1-6-4-10

3rd - CRU SUPERIEUR couldn't hold on and just missed last start at Terang, hard to go past.
MOSHEBA racing back from the city and placed when fresh, each-way claims. EXCEEDINGLY EASY
has two placings from three runs this prep but placed as a favourite last start at Cranbourne, don't
dismiss. CATCHING BEAMS won't be far away in the run, needs the breaks. 5-8-6-3

4th - CELESTIAL KING on a six day back-up and drops in weight, a winning chance. REGIS
COMMAND narrowly beaten when heavly backed last start at Kilmore when resuming and favourable
draw, could threaten. THE GHAN placed as a favourite last start at Kilmore when first up but has the
speed to overcome an unfavourable draw, cannot be ruled out. VANDERWINK first starter and has not
trialled, place hope. 7-1-3-11

5th - WERBOWY came on to finish midfield last start at Mornington when first up and placed at
Pakenham Park in only second-up attempt, commands respect. WATERFORD SOUND just missed at
long odds last start at Kyneton and a winner at first outing this prep, for the wider exotics. LARDIE
LASS just missed as favourite last start at Yea and down in weight, consider in exotics. 3-2-4-1

6th- HERE COMES LENNI was narrowly beaten as a favourite last start at Cranbourne and has
placed in two attempts this campaign, big chance. DISCREET CHARM won one of three with the sting
out of the ground and racing back from metro track, the real danger in the race. 5-4-2-1

7th - SLADE DE CERISY in strong form with two wins from 12 attempts this campaign and only just
missed in driving finish last start at Bendigo, a winning chance. SASSOON short back-up of seven days
and ran seven lengths back from the winner last start at Cranbourne, looks threatening. 1-3-6-7

8th- RUNSATI racing back from metro track and won't be far away in the run, among the main
chances. BLUE HOPE came on to finish midfield last start at Mornington when fresh and down in
weight, has solid claims 3-9-4-6

